SURVEY – PLEASE COMPLETE ASAP

We planned to hold an OHSU network gathering at SAEM, but there is an additional National SIREN Network meeting the following day. Please let us know which event(s) you wish to attend.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TR23CJV

HOBIT UPDATES

✓ All study resources can be found at hobittrial.org
✓ Simulation videos are required, but simulations can be filmed in segments. Example videos are available online under the ‘toolbox’ tab
✓ Keep getting those regulatory documents in the system! Did you know: if you have used WebDCU for other projects, some of your regulatory person documents will already be in the system to grab – it’s a real timesaver!

BOOST III IS COMING

Word on the street is the Notice of Grant Award (NOGA) for BOOST should be issued in May/June to the CCC. What can you do to prepare your site?

✓ Check with your IRB to see what will be needed in order for them to provide the ceding document to the cIRB. Remember: this is the first EFIC trial that will use a cIRB model. I’m sure there will be MANY challenges with the process, but we expect communication with our local IRB’s and the CCC will be key, so update early and often, and if you run into problems let us know!
✓ Speaking of EFIC – we expect there will be a range of options for you to execute at your site to meet the EFIC requirements by the cIRB and your local institutions. More to come on this as we get up and running. If your local IRB has any specific EFIC requirements, please let us know now so we can share these with the CCC.
✓ Have a team meeting with the primary ‘players’ from your site to discuss BOOST III logistics and concerns.

GETTING TO KNOW YOU

We would like to feature each one of our sites through the coming year with a ‘team spotlight’ in our monthly newsletter. Introduce your team members, and give us some fun information on yourselves, and your site in a paragraph or two. Please e-mail Jenny your team spotlight as you are able. We will feature these as we receive them. Thanks for participating in this virtual getting to know you activity!

Questions, queries, assistance needed? Contact Jenny Cook, Project Coordinator
503.494.1230
cookjen@ohsu.edu
http://www.ohsu.edu/emergency/research/siren/